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INTRODUCTION
The study of varietal perfect groups is very useful in some group theoretical constructions. For instance, investigations of varietal perfect groups may be applied in the existence of V V-stem covers of a group. More w x precisely, Leedham-Green and Mckay 7 showed that if a group G and a variety V V satisfy this condition in that the image of the identity map under the homomorphism
assumption on the vanishing image of the identity. A sufficient condition Ž . for the existence of V V-stem covers of G is that GrV G should be a Ž w x. V V-splitting group for details, see 7 . Now one may see that the role of the Ž . group GrV G is important. Therefore, it is natural to consider a stronger Ž . assumption, that is, for the factor group GrV G to be trivial, we shall say that G is the varietal perfect group with respect to the variety V V or, briefly, G is a V V-perfect group.
A principle goal of this paper is to construct a V V-covering group for Ž . V V-perfect groups Theorem 3.10 . This construction may be made by presentation methods, but it should be independent of the choice of the presentation. Another general aim of this paper is to find the relationship between this structure and the notion of universality. These statements, of w x course, were proved in 5 , but all of that work was done for a special variety of groups, namely, the variety of outer commutator words and for notion of universality that differs from here, although they seem similar to each other. Here we intend to generalize the above statements to an arbitrary variety of groups. However, our previous definitions and methods w x Ž 5 can not be used in total. Because of the properties of commutators for w x . w x instance, see 5, Theorem 2.1 . Clearly some of theorems in 5 should be changed, but they will be stated in a similar way.
Ž . In Section 4, we introduce the category P P M M E E G, V V for any group G Ž . and variety V V , and then show under which condition P P M M E E G, V V / л. We will also show that this category has a unique universal object in itself and this object will be presented. Finally we prove that every V V-perfect group has a unique generalized covering group and our previous results give its structure.
NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
Let F be a free group of countable rank, that is, F is free on a ϱ ϱ Ä 4 countably infinite set x , x , . . . , and let V V be the variety of groups 1 2 defined by the set of laws V : F . We assume that the reader is familiar ϱ with the notions of verbal and marginal subgroups of a group G which w x Ž . U Ž . were introduced by Hall 2 and are denoted by V G and V G , Ž w x w x respectively see Leedham-Green and Mckay 7 or Neumann 8 for the . notion of variety of groups .
If G is a group with a free presentation 1 ª R ª F ª G ª 1, then the Baer-in¨ariant of G with respect to the variety V V , which is denoted by Ž .
It is known that the Baer-invariant V V M G is always abelian and Ž independent of the choice of the free presentation for G see Leedhamw x. Green and Mckay 7 .
Ž . In particular, if V V is the variety of abelian denoted A A or nilpotent Ž . groups N N , say, of class at most c c G 1 , then the Baer-invariant of G will c X w x w w x be R l F r R, F which by Schur 10 is isomorphic to the Schur-multi-Ž . Let G be a group and let V V be an arbitrary variety of groups. Then an exact sequence The following definitions and theorem will be used in Section 4. Let V V be a variety of groups and let ᑬ g V V . Then the category whose objects are the groups in V V supplied with a fixed epimorphism onto ᑬ is denoted by V V . As a special case, it is clear that ᑬ is an object in V V ᑬ ᑬ supplied with the identity map. Suppose H, K g V V with the fixed epimorphisms ␣ : H ª ᑬ and ␤:
epimorphism, whence the morphisms in V V are surjections. In the follow-
Let ဧ be an abelian category with enough projectives see Rinehart 9 and let T : V V ª ဧ be any functor. Then for every integer n G 0, the nth
denotes the category of abelian groups, A is a left V V ᑬ-module, and T : Rinehart 9 . H G, B is defined as Ext Z, B and so, Z G using the exact sequence 
f 0 is an isomorphism and f 1 is a surjection in homology and injection in Ž w x. cohomology see Leedham-Green 6 .
We have nearly accumulated all the notions needed for the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. If V V is any¨ariety of groups, G is a group, and B is a V V G-module, then there is an exact sequence
0 ª V V 1 GrV G , B ª U U 1 G, B ª Hom V V M G , B Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . G ª V V 2 GrV G , B ª U U 2 G, B Ž . Ž . Ž . i Ž Ž . . i Ž . in which V V GrV G , B ª U U G, B is the composite of the change of i Ž Ž . . i Ž Ž . .ariety homomorphism V V GrV G , B ª U U GrV G , B with the canon- i Ž Ž . . i Ž . ical map U U GrV G , B ª U U G, B .
UNIVERSALITY AND A GENERALIZED COVERING GROUP
In this part we intend to generalize the results of Kayvanfar and w x Moghaddam 5 to any variety of groups. The first aim is to construct a generalized covering group for any V V-perfect group, when V V is an arbitrary variety of groups. Then we verify the notion of universality between the extensions, in particular, for the extension which will be made Ž by the generalized covering group. However, the notion of V V-central here . w x called V V-marginal , which is the strongest tool in 5 , is not helpful for the generalization. Hence it should be corrected, and so some of the theorems w x of Kayvanfar and Moghaddam 5 must be changed, although, as we mentioned, they will be stated in a similar way.
Let V V be a variety of groups defined by the set of laws V and let G be the group. The sequence E: commutes, where the homomorphism A ª A is the restriction of .
We keep all these notations throughout the rest of the paper. Remark 3.2. One should note that the notion of universality in Definition 3.1 is related to the V V-perfect-marginal extensions, whereas the w x universality in 5 is not.
The notion of the small subgroup is a stronger condition for a subgroup which lies in the Frattini subgroup. In other words, if G, or the Frattini subgroup of G, is finitely generated, then the condition of being small for a subgroup S is equivalent to the condition that S lies in the Frattini subgroup of G.
The following lemma determines the position of the marginal subgroup in a V V-perfect group. 
Ž . ii E is a W W-stem extension of G for any¨ariety W W .

Ž . iii A is in the Frattini subgroup of H and A or H is finitely generated.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Proof. Since V H is mapped onto V G s G, the proof of i will be Ž . done easily. Part ii is now a consequence by the comment mentioned Ž . before the theorem and part ii . The third part is clear by the Frattini subgroup property.
Let E: 1 ª A ª H ª G ª 1 be an extension of the V V-perfect group G in which A is embedded as a small subgroup of H. Thus by Theorem 3.4, H is also V V-perfect. In addition, if V V is a variety of exponent zero, then
H s V H s H and Z H s V H . Therefore E is a V V-stem extension of G if and only if it is an stem extension of G. Now one can easily see that if G is a V V-perfect group, then the Baer-invariant of G is exactly the
Schur-multiplier of G, when V V is of exponent zero. The generalization of w x this concept was stated in 7 for the other exponents, as follows.
THEOREM 3.5. Let V V be a¨ariety of exponent n and let G be a
Since the Schur-multiplier of lots of groups has been calculated, by using Theorem 3.5, the Baer-invariants of these groups are known in the case of exponent n.
In the following text we provide some preparatory results for our main theorem. w x The next theorem is similar to 5, Lemma 1.1 , but its proof is different. 
is well defined. However, V H , H s 1 and now 1 2 one may easily check that f is a homomorphism. Hence Grker f is Ž . isomorphic to a subgroup of A. It follows that V Grker f s 1 or equiva-Ž . lently V G : ker f. Now it is obvious that the image of f is a trivial group. This shows that s . It therefore is concluded that E uniquely 1 2 0 covers E and so E is universal as required.
0
The following technical theorem considerably effects our main theorem. 
Ž .
ii If E uniquely co¨ers any V V-marginal extension, then H and G 
iv
See the proof of Lemma 1.2 in 5 .
The following lemma will be needed in the main theorem. 
Proof. Straightforward. Now let V V be an arbitrary variety of groups defined by the set of laws V and let G be a group. Assume also that 1 ª R ª F ª G ª 1 is a free presentation of the group G. Then induces another homomorphism U such that the exact sequence
is a V V-marginal extension. This extension clearly depends on the choice of the free presentation for G and thus is not unique. However, we can obtain another V V-marginal extension which is independent of the chosen Ž .
Ž . which can be easily shown to be a V V-marginal extension of V G , where U < U is the restriction of . w x Ž . w U x Leedham-Green and McKay 7 showed that the group V F r RV F is independent of the choice of the free presentation for G and is also
which M is for multiplier and it is another Baer-invariant for the group G. Therefore the above comment tells us that the short exact sequence
The following theorem provides an interesting result for the group Ž . V V P G , where G is V V-perfect. It will also be used in our main result as the most important thing.
THEOREM 3.9. If V V is any¨ariety of groups and G is a
Proof. Let 1 ª R ª F ª G ª 1 be a free presentation for the group G. We claim that
So we only need to show the other containment.
Ž . w U x One can easily check that V F s FV F . Consequently we may choose
s¨t r , . . . , t r , t tt r tr, t r , . . . , t r¨t r , . . . , t r ž / Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž ..w U x shows that the quotient group V F rV V F RV F is trivial and so
We have now accumulated all the information necessary to prove the main theorem. This theorem also gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the universality of V V-perfect-marginal extensions by a V V-perfect group. THEOREM 3.10. Let V V be a¨ariety of groups defined by an arbitrary set Ž . of laws V and let G be a V V-perfect group. Then V V P G is a V V-co¨ering group of G and
Ž .
is the uni¨ersal V V-perfect-marginal extension.
Ž . Proof. Clearly the above extension is V V-marginal and since
To show the universality, let G ( FrR be a free presentation for G and let
be any V V-perfect-marginal extension by the group G. Then by Lemma 3.8 it is covered by the extension
Thus it must also be covered by
Ž . Now Theorem 3.7 iii implies that the above extension is universal.
In the next corollary V V can be any variety of groups.
Ž .
Proof. It follows from Theorems 3.10 and 3.7 i . Theorem 3.10 determines the structure of a V V-covering group of V V-per-Ž . fect groups in general. We may remark that the exact structure of V V P G w x was calculated by Leedham-Green and Mckay 7 in certain cases. Therefore the complete structure of a V V-covering group of V V-perfect groups is Ž . known in those cases. On the other hand, concerning the order of V V P G , w x Leedham-Green and Mckay 7 showed that for every finite group G, the Ž . Baer-invariant V V P G and every element in it are of order dividing a < < Ž power of G , whenever the variety V V is a Schur᎐Bear variety see . most c c G 1 and G is an N N -perfect group, i.e., G In the following discussion, we provide some properties of the above category, specifically, the relationship between a V V-stem cover of a group Ž . G and a universal object in P P M M E E G, V V will be presented.
Ž . The necessary and sufficient condition for the category P P M M E E G, V V to be nonempty is: THEOREM 4.3. Let G be any group and let V V be a¨ariety of groups. Then Ž .
the category P P M M E E G, V V has an object if and only if G is V V-perfect.
Proof. It follows using Theorem 3.10.
The following lemma is useful for determining some objects of Ž . It is clear that the definition of universality in this paper is compatible with the notion of universality from the point of view of category in Ž . P P M M E E G, V V . Therefore Theorem 3.10 renders the existence and deter-Ž . mines the structure of the universal object in P P M M E E G, V V . Invoking Corollary 3.11 also shows that any two universal V V-stem covers of G are Ž . Ž . isomorphic. In fact, 1 ª V V M G ª V V P G ª G ª 1 is the unique uni-
